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the British Government. The Working Committee must take
the gravest view of these developments.
 2.	The Congress has repeatedly   declared its entire
disapproval of the ideology and practice of Fascism  and
Nazism and tlieir glorification of war and violence and the
suppression of the human spirit.   It has condemned the
aggression in which they have repeatedly indulged and their
sweeping away well established principles and recognized
standards of civilized behaviour.   It has seen in Fascism
and Nazism the intensification of the principle of impe-
rialism against which the Indian people have struggled for
many  years.   The  Working   Committee   must    therefore
unhesitatingly condemn the latest aggression of the Nazi
Government in Germany against Poland and sympathize
with those who resist it.	*
 3.	The Congress has further laid down that the issue
of war and peace for India must be decided by the Indian
people, and no outside authority can impose this decision
upon them, nor can the Indian people permit their resour-
ces to be exploited for imperialist ends. Any imposed deci-
sion, or attempt to use Indian resources for purposes not
approved by them, will necessarily have to be opposed by
them. If co-operation is desired in a worthy cause, this can-
not be obtained by compulsion and imposition, and the
Committee cannot agree to the carrying out by the Indian
people of orders issued by external authority.  Co-opera-
tion must be between equals by mutual consent for a cause
which both consider to be worthy. The people of India
have, in the recent past, faced great risks and willingly
made great sacrifices to secure their own freedom   and
establish a free democratic State in India, atid their sym-
pathy is entirely on the side of democracy and freedom.
But India cannot associate herself in a war said to be for
democratic freedom when that very freedom is denied to
her, and such limited freedom as she possesses taken away
from her.
 4.	The Committee are aware that the governments
of Great Britain and France have declared that they are
fighting for democracy and freedom and to put an end to

